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"This course will reveal the 
fringe experiences encountered 
by the balloonist. Its purpose is 
to 'hook' as many aeronauts as 
possible." 
With these werds, "Professor" 
Charles E. MacArthur begins the 
rundown and schedule of his 
touring, "course of instruction 
leading toward a license as a pilot 
of free balloons." 
"Professor'' MacArthur, with 
that title being used in the role of 
an entertainer, will bring his 
balloon to the Eastern campus 
for six days, beginning October 
11. 
According to a biography and 
schedule released to Eastern, he 
will conduct classroom sessions 
nearly every day, and make a 
public balloon acsent, weather 
and grography permitting, prior 
to sunset. 
Class topics include such areas 
as; principles of flight of gas and 
hot air balloons, laws enacted by 
iealous earthlings, balloon basket 
building, and deaths in which 
balloons were noted participants. 
However, not all of the six days 
will be taken up with classes. 
"Professor" MacArthur has lined 
up a balloon sports car rally and a 
student spot landing contest. 
"Professor" MacArthur states, 
"Due to numbers involved and 
the short time available it is not 
possible to fully train a balloon 
pilot during the time set for this 
program." 
In other words, the idea of the 
classes are not to fully instruct 
the up and coming balloonist; but 
rather to whet his appetite. 
Super-Fest 
Occurs Fri. 
On Friday, October 8th, 
Eastern 's Panhellenic Council will 
present "Super-Fest", the variety 
show that the Drama Department 
will ~ake to the Far East next 
week. Admission to the show is 
free and all students are urged 
to attend the performance, 
scheduled to begin at 8:00 p.m. 
SOARING INTO THE CLOUDS · Professor C.E. MacArthur will 
bring his lectures, instructions and balloon flights to Eastern for the 
week of October 11 to 16. Interested students should sign up at the 
PUB Information Desk. 
DORM COUR.TS MAY 
BE KILLE .DIN VOTE 
Dorm courts will be abolished if 
students vote yes on a unitary 
court system proposed by the 
Associated Student Legislature. 
Under the hew system, cases will 
go directlv to the AS Supreme 
Court and appeals will be made 
first to the College Disciplinary 
Officer, then to the College 
Disciplinary Committee, and 
finally to the College President. A 
resolution endorsing this new 
system was accepted by the AS 
Legislators in their first meeting 
last Thursday. The proposal will 
appear on the ballot during the 
Oct. 13 general election. 
Another resolution accepted at 
the meeting was one that 
endorsed the concept of allowing 
21-year-old students to consume 
alcohol in their rooms. This idea 
will be put before the Board of 
Trustees for further action. 
The legislators passed an 
amendment to the constitution 
that specifically set the executive 
salaries. This was to clarify a 
previous amendment which was 
considered too vague. Students 
will vote on the amendment in 
the coming election. 
A hitchhiking resolution was 
unanimously accepted by the 
legislature . The resolution 
endorsed the con<-ept of allowing 
hitchhiking in the State of 
Washington. 
The legislators denied a request 
for $45. to buy two belt buckles 
for the EWSC rodeo. 
According to AS President John 
Allen, future plans for the 
legislature include a tavern on 
campus, food service 
improvement in the PUB as far as 
quality and prices, an evaluation 
program in which students as well 
as faculty would participate, and 
imprcvemenL i n the 
representation on the legislature. 
Legislators were a lso at work 
this summer. "We've 
accomplished quite a lot this 
summer," Allen declared. 
cont'd to page 4 --·-----
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POLLS OPEN 
FOR VOTES 
The names of 15 legislative 
candidates and a presidential 
preference poll will appear on the 
ballot in today's primary 
election. 
Seven seats in the Associated 
Students legislature are up for 
grabs in Eastern's second 
computerized election. 
P'-:lt O'Donnell, A.S. internal 
affairs a·d visor, reported that the 
school has purchased 21 new 
votomatic voting machines, and 
the Eastern computer center will 
process the results. 
Last spring, Eastern used the 
votomatic, on loan, for the A.S. 
general election, and the results 
were obtained through the 
Spokane . County computer 
center. 
Normally, only six of the 18 
legislative positions are ever up 
for re-election any given quarter. 
However, Cheney position 12 is 
on the ballot to fill the unexpired 
term of Jim DeWalt. It will be on 
the ballot again in winter quarter 
elections. 
The three polling places, 
Kennedy Library, Tawank, and 
the PUB. will be open from 7: 00 
a.m. to 7: 00 p.m. 
O'Donnell added that the final 
results should be available about 
8: 30 tonight and would be 
posted in the PUB. 
Candidates for election include: 
Spokane position one - R.D. 
"Rick" Schierman and Cleotis 
Ray. 
Spokane position two - Pat rick 
K. O'Donnell. 
Cheney position three - Jim 
Copeland, James Boley, and 
George E. Lewis. 
Spokane position four - John 
Greer. 
Spokane position five · Arthur 
Maginnis. 
Cheney position six - Bob 
Krebs, Terry Stratton, and David 
P. Hayden. 
Cheney position 12 · Bill Ward, 
Edward W. Austermuehle, 
Ronald W. Clinton, and Mark 
Womble. 
The two top vote-getters in 
each position (where there are at 
least two candidates) will square 
off in the general election, 
October 13. 
Also on the ballot will be a 
~ontinuation of last spring's 
presidential preference poll. 
O'Donnell stated the poll will be 
on the ballot each quarter until 
the 197 2 presidential election. 
,,...,.,..,.,.,,,,.,.,.,.,,,..,,..,.,..,,.,.,.,1'11~ 
1 ·Ballot To Include I 
I Alcohol Questions l 
• 
According to John Allen, 
Associated Student 
President, the Oct. 13, 
ballot for student elections 
will include a poll to 
determine student opinion 
concerning alcohol on 
campus for students over 
21. 
Allen stated that the 
information would be used 
in the Oct. 16, Board of 
Trustees meeting at which 
time a proposal to legalize 
drinking in dorms for 
over-21 year olds will be 
presented. "The Board of 
Trustees has to know the 
students want it," Allen 
said. 
President Allen pointed 
out that this proposal was · 
made to the board of 
trustees two years ago and 
was turned down. He said 
many of the board members 
had shown a favorable 
response to this new 
proposal. 
An additional student 
opinion poll will be taken 
on the final election ballot 
according to Allen. 
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"We are in a stimulating, academic atmosphere which is 
stagnant. We exist in our own pool of bias." Herb Jones 
Good Grief Herbie. 
How can you be so bold. 
Just because in one week these things happened: 
A professor's daughter was offended by Trash. 
Another professor expressed his disgust of the film. 
Some viewers even walked out of the showing. 
The EASTERNER was termed pornographic, materialistic, 
end hedonistic for running a "racy" ad, at least according to 
some faculty members. 1 
We for one are not atterr.~ting to be sensatioanl. Certain 
things do occur in this, our world, which may evoke disgust 
from some, but nevertheless they should be recognized. 
But that is not really the argument we want to engage. 
The point is that at least until this week this campus was 
considered an adult, learning environment. Following this 
description, one could assume that some degree of 
intellectual and moral freedom and inquiry would be 
tolerated. However, it appears that at least some members of 







Letters To The Editor What is an even greater farce is tr.at the faculty in all 
instances seem to be foremost in expressing the moral and 
intellectual tone of the campus. 
In Antonelli VS Hammond, a censorship case dealing with 
the Fitchburg State College Cycle, the court said, "The 
Univeristy setting of college-age students being exposed to a 
wide range of intellectual experience creates a relatively 
mature marketplace for th_e interchange of ideas." 
r"''''''''''"''.......,....,..,..,,..,.,....,.,..,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,...,...,...,, 
I · . I 
But what about here? 
I This space reserved for students I 
§ ' if and when they wish to express I 
~ an opinion--on anything. • I ' ' ' I 
1,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,..,..,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,.,,.,.,.,,......,..,..,..,.,..,.,.,..,.,.,..,.,.,...,..,.,..,J 
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Once upon a time 
In the land of hush-a-bye 
Around about the wondrous days of yore 
They came across a sort of box . 
Bound up with chains and locked with locks 
And labelled: 
"Kindly do not touch; it's war." 
Decree was issued around about 
All with a flurry and a shout 
And a gaily colored mascot 
Tripped lightly on before. 
"Don't fiddle with this deadly box 
Or break the chains or pick the locks. 
This poem is called "The Box", by Lascelles; it was found 
on a record album in the middle of the night by Ron 
Beaudry, while loaded on wine, a,:td is dedicated to Connie 
and Dave Priano who were married Oct. 1, 1971 
Mommies didn't either 
Sisters, aunts, grannies neither 
'Cuz they were quiet, sweet and pretty 
In those wondrous days of yore 
Wei I, very much the same as now 
Not the ones to blame somehow 
For opening that deadly box of yore. 
But someone did. 
Someone battered in the lid 
And spi I led the m 
And spilled the insides out across the floor. 
A sort of bumpy, bouncy ball 
Made up of guns and flags 
It bumped the children mainly 
And I'll tell you this quite plainly 
It bumps them every day and more and more 
And leaves them dead a.nd burned and dying 
Thousands of them sick and crying 
Because when it bumps 
It's really very sore. 
Now there is a way to stop the _bal I 
It isn't difficu It at all. 
All it takes is wisdom. 
I'm absolutely sure 
We could get it back into the box 
And bind the chain and lock the locks. 
And please don't ever play about with war." 
And al I the tears and horror 
And the death that go with war. 
But no one seems to want to save 1 
The children any more. 
Well the children understood 
Children happen to,be good 
And they were just as good 
Around the time of yore. 
They didn't try to pick the locks 
Or break into that deadly box. 
They never tried to play about with war. 
I 
It bounced right out 
And went bashing ali about 
And bumping into everything in store 
And what was sad and most unfair 
Is that it really didn't seem to care 
Much who it bumped -- or why --
Or what -- or for. 
Well, that's the way it all appears 
'Cuz it's been bouncing around for years and years. 
In spite of all the wisdom wized 
Since those wondrous days of yore 
And the time they came across the box 
Bound up with chains and locked with locks 
And labeled: 
"Kindly do not touch; it's war." 
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the doctor's .bag 
QUESTION: Since the beginning 
of this term I have fallen into the 
habit of taking 2 to 3 hour naps 
during the course of a night 
rather than sleeping straight 
through for seven or eight hours. 
This multiple but shortened 
method of sleeping coil.forms 
better to my study, eating,-and 
other habits. Is there any physical 
harm in this, as I do get a total of 
seven to eight hours sleep? Some 
people criticize me for my 
sleeping habits, but I say that if 
my dog ·and cat can do it, I can 
too. 
ANSWER: Ignoring your last 
provocative comment for a 
_ moment, there would not appear 
to be anything harmfu 1 in your 
sleeping habits. During an 
uninterrupted night's sleep, a 
person tends to cycle between 
shallow and deep sleep about 
every hour and a half to two 
hours. It is also not unusual for a 
person to come very close to 
awakening or, actually awaken 
several times during the night, 
during the more shallow episodes 
of sleep, dreaming tends to occur. 
There appears to be a need for 
both types of sleep in man and if 
he · is deprived of either for any 
length of time, his function 
during the waking state is severly 
affected. 
Some people tend to be more 
alert when they wake from a 
short nap and you may be ·finding 
this to be the case. Eating also 
seems to follow some sort of 
cycle during the waking state. 
Extending this waking, sleeping 
pattern of yours over too long a 
period of time would seem to risk 
interfering with the usual pattern 
of socialization among human 
beings. In this sense, what works 
for your dog and cat may be less 
appropriate to you,. 
QUESTION: I believe my sister 
to be under the false hope that 
ripling or quadrupling the normal 
birth control dosage for three to 
five . days immediately after 
_ intercourse will bring about her 
period and thereby avoid any 
conception which might have 
occurred. She borrows some 
friend's pills for this. Also, she 
has considered taking the 
"morning-after" pills. Is there 
such a pill? She has never been on 
the pill. 
ANSWER: Your sister's creative 
pill taking will do nothing to 
prevent pregnancy. Birth control 
pills are effective only when 
taken each day as directed. The 
1hormone content of the pill is . 
not sufficiently high to enable it 
to be used as a morning-after pill. 
There is a morning-after pill 
which consists of very high doses 
of a particular hormone taken 
several times a day for a few 
days. To be effective it must be 
begun within two to three days 
(preferably earlier) following 
intercourse. The use of the 
morning-after pill is not 
widespread. It appears to be 
effective, but some physicians are 
worried about potential hazards. 
Since your sister is having 
intercourse, you should insist 
By Win Paulson 
Carnal Knowledge is a very apt 
title for producer-director Mike 
Nichols' fourth film. Like the 
majority of films in the col.lege 
and sex genre, Knowledge is a 
carnal bore. 
In the late 40 's Jonathan ( Jack 
Nicholson) and Sandy (Arthur 
Garfunkel) are roommates at 
Amhurst. Both are dating and 
sleeping with Smith co-ed Susan 
(Candice Bergen); only Sandy 
doesn't know it. 
Sandy becomes a doctor and 
marries Susan, but lawyer 
Jonathan remains a playboy 
bachelor for several years until he 
meets Bobbi (Ann-Margaret), 
-who moves in with him. · 
From that point on, nothing 
happens except that Bobbi and 
Jonathan · fjght while Sandy 
cheats on Susan. 
Considering the poor script by 
Jules Feiffers (Little Murders), 
director Mike Nichols does 
manage to get , some good 
performances from his stars, 
primarily Art Garfunkel as 
everyone's favorite schmuck. 
Jack Nicholson, outside of a 
few bright moments at -the start 
and finish of the film, recreates 
his smart-aleck Bobby DuPea 
from Five Easy Pieces," and· again 
proves himself to be a dullard. 
Looking very mature and very 
beautiful, Ann-Margaret is more 
convincing as the high-class tramp 
who wants a wedding ring than a 
Candice Bergen as the sweet 
young co-ed. 
A highlight for the film is the 
use of the songs from the big 
bands of the 40's; it's especially 
nice for would-be nostalgia buffs. 
Detracting from the story is an 
excessive use of obscenities, 
which only help to make it more 
boring. 
It's certainly not the best 
offering now in Spokane, Little 
Big Man, Billy Jack, and Mash, 
are better made and more 
enjoyable, but it beats spending a 
weekend evening at home. 
(Showing at the State Theatre, 
rated R) 
RIME 5 HECK 
7911 
that she use adequate 
contraception regularly. 
QUESTION: Is there any medical 
proof that going "bra-less" causes 
sagging of the breasts?-
ANSWER: The breast is mainly 
fatty tissue and sits on the chest 
in such a way that there is very 
little firm support. Smalle~ 
breasts are light enough to 
tolerate being bra-less without 
any long-term distortion. The 
heavier breat is just not 
engineered to sustain the forces 
of bouncing and shaking that 
occurs when a woman goes 
bra-lf:SS. 
Factors influencing breast 
sagging include genetic 
predisposition, ag·e, size of the 
hreast weight, and the number of 
· pregnancies the woman has had. 
The bra-less renais.5ance had its 
beginnings in an attempt by the 
women's lib movement to 
de-emphasize the breast as a sex 
symbol. I suspect that the 
original plan backfired. As for 
"medical proof" I can only offer 
my personal observations based 
on watching coeds run for 
classes: A lot of attractive women 
are wearing their breasts out in an 
awful hurry. 
By Herb Jones 
"The Professor" stood erect as 
the giant craft drifted slowly 
above my friends faces. I 
trembled. liis only action was an 
upward pointed finger as he said 
calmly "up"!" 
"I peacefully asked where he 
planned to land the craft, and his 
only reply was an indignant 'one 
never knows'!" 
This is only one of the 
recounted tales and unreal stories 
that have aroused colleges from 
the East Coast to the Mid-West. 
They all ref er to a most unique 
gentleman, Professor MacArthur. 
The Professor (as his name 
implies) will become sort of an 
honorary faculty member next 
week when he begins week-long 
training in the construction, the 
desjgn and the piloting skills of 
, free, hot air balloons. Although 
no college credit will be available 
from the class, it is the necessary 
back ground for a Federal 
Aeronatics Association license in 
free-ballooning. 
More inf ormadon will be 
available beginning today at 
12:00 noon in the PUB Ticket 
desk. 
The Professor will be (V(eather 
permitting) making ascensions at 
dawn and dusk, and, with the 
event of a calm day, free flights 
about the country. 
j 
THE 
Today's "Something Different" 
movie is "Alexander." It is a 
beautiful, happy movie. It should 
be a change of pace from 
everyday school. It has won 
several awards and won much 
praise. "Alexander" is rated "G" 
and showings are in the PUB at 
3: 00 p.m. this afternoon and 
8: 00 p.m. tonight. _ 
Friday night we will get a 
chance to see the Variety Show 
that the Drama Dept. is going to 
present to our service men in 
Southeast Asia. It is a cooperative 
effort on the part of the drama 
students involved and the Greeks. 
Starting time is 8: 00 p.m. in the 
PUB. 
The Bachelor's Club at Eastern 
· is sponsoring Saturday night's 
dance. The music is by a great 
Portland group " Smokey Road." 
The dance is in the SUB Harbor. 
Saturday and Sunday at 8:00 
p.rh. in the PUB, the movie of the 
weekend is "The Sterile 
Cuckoo"; starring Liza Minnelly. 
It is about love and problems on 
a college campus. "The Sterile 
Cyckoo" is rated "GP". 
Also, to note for next week: 
Monday Betty Furness 
speaking 9:00 a.m. in Showalter. 
Tuesday · · A mini-concert by a 
popular night-club group 
"Spinning Wheel". 
·GROOVE & SHUTTER 
IS: 
so•"!f 
'4 LARGE SELECTION OF BLACKLIGHT & POSTER$! 
FILM DEVELOPING W/QUICK SERVICE & LOW PRICES 
STEREO EQUIPMENT SALES AND SERVICE! 
PHOTOGRAPHY SUPP LI ES1t & .DARKROOM EQUIPMENT! 
CAMERAS, NEW & USED,MOVIE & 35mm! 
RADIOS, BATTERIES, ELECTRONIC ACC! 
.A Friendly Store tNhere you can shop 
. at Leisure, even tNhen you do Not ' 
We Are Located At:tnake, a Purchase! Our Store Hours Are: 
420 2nd St., Cheney 9:00 - 6:00, Mon. thru Sa-t. 
I:. I. ;~ I..  !.. 1 CLIP & SAVE , ·cLIP & S·AVE 
Coupon 
RECORD CLEANING • 
CLOTH 331t 
Reg :69C 'I' ea· 
(Limit 2) with this coupon 
.Cash Value Expires 
1/20 of l ¢ 10-7-71 
Coupon 
SUNSET C-60 Cassette 
Recording Tape 661t :· 
Reg : 1. 19 "ea • ~ 
,No Limit! with this coupon 
Cash Value Expires 
1/20 of 1¢ 10-7-71 
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O.C. TALKS ABOUT 
''SONGS OF LOVE'' 
By Tom Rantz 
O.C. Smith presented a concert 
filled with "songs of love" as he 
played to a packed house in the 
multi-purpose room of the PUB 
onn Saturday night. 
"Songs about love," that's what 
I'm in to these days," he said in 
an interview for The Easterner 
prior to the concert. According 
to 0. C., "Love is the universal 
language, and that's what I like to 
sing about." 
His personality reflects the 
content of his songs, as he fo a 
casual, easy-to-talk-to and warm 
persop. The mani, his music, and 
his way of life were the subjects 
of questions asked by The 
Easterner, and his answers paint 
an interesting picture of this man 
from Mansfield, .Louisiana. 
"I've been into music all my 
life," he said. 0. C. broke into 
the music business in New York, 
"with a few jobs here and there, 
mostly in small places at first." 
After getting established, he 
moved to Los Angeles where he 
now lives with his family when 
not on tour. 
He is on the road between 8 
and 9 months a year, playing 
both concerts and night club 
appearances. "I don't change my 
show; I mean I don't have two 
E .lectra ls-
Fa 11 Play 
ELECTRA., a Greek tragedy by 
Euripides, will be the Fall 
production of the Drama 
Department, according to Dr. 
Goni Michaeloff, new Associate 
Professor of Speech and Drama 
and director of the show. 
The piay 1s well over 2,000 
years old , but for the production 
Dr. Michaeloff has chosen a 
modern translation which will 
make the message of the play 
relevant and Jneaningful to 
modern audiences. Adding to the 
new translation will be a striking, 
theatrical set design by E. Allen 
Kent, Associate Professor and 
Designe r for the Drama 
Department. 
The plot of the play is based 
upon vengeance and revenge. It 
tells in a powerful way how 
Electra and her brother revenge 
the death of their murdered 
father, the king, by murdering 
their mother and her lover, the 
king's murderers. Eurip ides deals 
wit h the psychological and 
emotional states of the characters 
as well as the validity for their 
lust for revenge. In the final 
analysis it becomes clear that 
Electra and her brother have 
committed the atrocity fo r 
which they punished their elders. 
Tryouts for the production 
were held on Monday and 
Tuesday evenings, from 6 to 9, 
and the cast list for the 
production will be posted this 
afternoon on the Drama Call 
Board, behind the stage in 
Showalter Hall. 
Dr. Michaeloff comes to 
Eastern with a substantial list of 
credits to her name. She received 
an A.A. degree from William 
Woods College in Fulton, 
Missouri and went on to the 
University of Illinois in Urbana,. 
(llinois, where she earned a B.A. 
and a M.A. From there she 
transfered to Louisiana State 
University where she did work on 
and completed her PhD. She 
comes to Eastern after three 
, ears of teaching at the 
lJ n i ve rs ity of Missouri in 
j olumbia, Missouri. 
different shows, one for concerts 
and one for night clubs. I give 
both audiences the same kind of 
music." When asked whether he 
preferred concerts or night clubs, 
he replied, "It doesn't matter; I 
like them both. It's the audience 
that matters, not where you're 
playing." 
According to O.C. no one really 
influenced his style. "It's just 
something that I've developed 
myself." He admits to being a fan 
of Ray Charles, both as a person 
and as a muscian. He likes most 
"those people in the music 
business who ae 100% sincere 
about what they're doing."' 
To date , 0.C.'s biggest hit has 
been "Little Green Apples." It 
has sold approximately 21h 
million copies. His new single is 
"Help Me Make It Through The 
Night," a song that he expects 
"to do quite well." 
His goal in music is to "strive for 
perfection." He ~id "On the 
road things get pretty uptight 
sometimes, but the good times 
outweigh the bad. And when we 
have a good night, man, 
everyting's great again." 
His backup group, the Kirk 
Lightsey Quartet, has been hand 
picked by O.C., both .for their 
musical ability, and their ability 
to get along with the others. 
O.C. readily admitted that 
"love is. where it's at, always has 
been, is now, and· always will be. 
And that's what my music is all 
about." 
When asked about any plans or 
ideas he has for the future he 
replied, "Well, I think I'll keep on 
doing what we're doing. I'll keep 
on singing, probably just like I'm 
· doing now. I keep on looking for 
new songs to sing and I'll keep on 
doing that for a long time. Love 
is eternal man, and that's my 
bag, singing about love." 
O.C. Smith Songs 
Delight Audience 
Saturday _night 0.C. Smith gave 
a concert in the multi-purpose 
room of the PUB to a house that 
can only be described as packed. 
With professio1;1al ease he 
quickly established ·good rapport 
with the large audience. The Kirk 
Lightsey Quartet, his back up 
group , opened t~e show with two 
instrumental numbers . that 
seemed to at least warm up the 
audience. 
O.C. entered after the quartet's 
two numbers, ·and after briefly 
explaining his philosophy of 
singing songs about love . opened 
the vocal part of the show with a 
soulful version of " Stormy." 
His songs throughout the show 
continued to touch on the theme 
of love. He sang about both 
happy and sad loves, as he 
performed such songs as "For the 
Good Times," a song made 
famous last year by Ray Price. 
O.C. also included in his show 
the songs he has had hits with, 
like "Son of Hickory Roller's 
Tramp ," " Friend , Woman, Lover, 
Wife ," and his biggest hit, " Little 
Gree n Apples ." Audience 
recognition of these, the more 
po pular n umbers, brought 
applause both at the beginning 
and the end of the numbers. 
At one point he had members 
of the audience stand up and 
accompany the band with a 
tambourine and another 
percussion instrument. 
Throughout the show the 
audience showed their approval 
with applause, clapping with the 
music and varied vocal response 
to his music. · 
O.C. closed the show with a 
Marvin Gaye song, "What's Goine 
On?" The song followed up well 
the rest of the show, · with its 
interest in love and brotherhood, 
and it was .obvious by the final 
applause that the audience was 
well into the message that O.C. 
communicated. 
Judging from the immediate 
audience reaction after the 
concert, and thE> many 
congradulatory words O.C. 
received, one could safely rate 
the concert a large st.ccess. There 
were many people at the concert, 
and from the reactions of the 
audience it would be safe to say 
that O.C. Smith found and 
pleased a receptive audience at 
Eastern. 
3 OPEN_INGS AVAILABtE! 
CHILD MORNING SESSIONS 
9:00 - 11:30 
(3 TO 4% YEARS) 
For More •nformation Cal I 
11to-t~" 235-6359 
~4 . A .M.1. SCHOOL OF CH EN EY 
' . 
MADDUX CLEANERS & TAILORS 
:~· r 409 FIRST $I' 
$j 4 POUNDS CLEAN ONLY 
(You Press ) 
Let us Clean, Spot and 
Expertly Press Your Better T l:,ings! 
We Also Feature - UPHOLST(RY 
DRAPERY & RUG CLEANING I 
... 
MADDUX CLEANERS & TAILORS 
(Next to Goofy's) 235 6260 
SINGING OF LOVE . O.C. Smith pleased the packed multi-purpose 
room of the PUB on Saturday night as hsang his way through a 
concert made up of songs about love. 
When you know it's fo,r keeps 
Happily, all your special moments together will 
. be symbolized forever by your engagement and 
wedding rings. If .the name, Keepsake, is in the 
ring and on the tag, you are assured of fine quality 
·and lasting satisfaction. The engagement diamond 
is perfect, of superb color, and precise cut. Your 
Keepsake Jeweler has a selection of many lovely 
styles. He's in the ye·llow pages under "Jewelers." 
. 
~~sake® 
REGISTEREO OIAMOND RINGS 
(t) 
Rln1s from $100 to $10,000 Trade Mark R111. A.H. Pond Co. .--------------------~-. 
I HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING I 
I Send new 20 pg. booklet, "Planning Your En~gagement and Wedding" plus I I fu ll col9r folder and 4'4 pg. Bride's Book gift offer all for on ly 25¢. F-71 I 
I Nom11 I 
I I 
I Address I 
I I I City Co. I 
I State Zip I 
I KEEPSAKI: DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRAC USE. N.Y. 13201 I 
L -----~------~----~---~ 
S111itlt Jewelers 
408 FIRST ST. 
CH ENEV, WASH. 
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Helping students to handle 
problems or questions about the 
draft, the Eastern .Washington 
State Draft Counseling Service 
will resume full-time operation 
Wednesday, October 6 in 
Patterson Hall, Suite 2063 in 
rooms 2062 and 2061. 
Counselors will be on duty 
between 10 and 12 in the 
morning and 1 to 3 in the 
afternoon except Thursday when 
afternoon hours will be from 2 to 
3. On Thuesday and Thursday 
evenings, counseling will be 
... available by appointment 
between 7 and 9 by phoning Jay 
Rae at 235 - 6381 or Dennis 
Snook at 235. 4015. 
OFFERING STUDENTS HELP · Dr. Henry KaM, the new draft 
counselor, along with other volunteer workers will provide students 
with answers t(? questions about Selective Service System. 
The Service will operate with 
both faculty and student ·draft 
counselors. Volunteers will be Dr. 
Henry ·Kass, dire,~tor of the 
Service, Jay Rea, Dr. Horace 
Simms, Edward Russel, Dennis 
LIBRARY HOURS REARRANGED 
Last year an ad hoc committee 
of the Associated Students 
recommended library hours be 
both rearranged and extended. 
Dr. Oiarles Baumann, Director of 
the Library, · explained it was 
impossible to extend hours, but 
library hours have been juggled 
on Saturdays from morning 
service to evening service. 'Ibis 
year the Ii brary will be open from 
1 P.M. to 9 P.M. instead of last 
year's hours 9 A.M. to 5 P.M. · 
Both light business on Saturd.a~, 
morning and a loss of 3 full time 
library personel were given as 
reasons for the change by Dr. 
Baumann. 
Statistics from Spring quarter 
showed use of · the library on 
Saturday morning as low. Mrs. 
Remmerde of the library staff 
Annual 
Overhauled 
'The EWSC annual Kinnikinick, 
will no longer be a hardback or a 
~engfhy publication. The final 
hardback edition ('70-.'71) will be 
on sale soon by the As.wciatea 
Students for $6.00. According to' 
Jerry Barnard, the Kinnikinick 
Editor, this final book-bond type 
will be a collectors item. 
The new Kinnikinick, Barnard 
said, has completely gotten away 
from an annual status. Instead, 
added Barnard it will be a 
magazine of human interest, 
containing 48 black and white 
pages of pictures and "close-up" 
articles, with a full color slick 
back cover. The price will b~ a 
dollar. 
"The reason we are going to a 
magazine is because of lack of 
promotion from the AS, and 
consequently, few sales" 
commented Barnard. "So now we 
are going to try a new concept, 
which I feel is a much better idea. 
'Ibis quarter we will publish 1500 
copies on a trial basis, and if 
successful, we will also publish 
winter and spring quarter. If it 
doesn't sell, we ane up the 
proverbial creek." 
The Kinnikinick welcomes all 
ideas and suggestions, which 
should either be brought to the 
AS Office, or the Kinnikinick 
Office, located in room 202, old 
SUB. 
'Ihe EWSC Men's Precision Drill 
Team is seeking new members. 
.. 
said people in the library 
averaged 30 on Saturday morning 
with never over 100 people. 
Mrs. Remmerde pointed out 
that weekly use of the library 
numbered · between 7 00 and 
1,000 people. Use q_f the library 
on Sunday evening is usually over 
100 people . . 
" Saturday n i g ht is an 
experiment ... and we are taking 
a wait-and-see attitude," said Mrs. 
Remmerde. Adjustments may be · 
made if they are shown to be 
justified. 
On extending hours as 
suggested by the ad hoc 
committee Dr. Baumann stated, 
"We don't dare extend hours" 
because of rece:nt budget cuts. 
Three .full-time positions now 
remain unfille1 because they have 
been frozen. This freeze prohibits 
the hiring of new · people to fill 
the positions of three library 
personnel who recently resigned. 
IMC CHANGES . , 
EVENIN.G HOU RS 
Effective Monday, Oct. 3, the 
hours for the listening lab in 
Kennedy Library have been 
changed to accommodate more 
evening use. -Beginning Monday 
the lab will be· open Monday and 
Wednesday nights until 9:00 p.m. 
All other weekdays the lab will 
be open until 5:00 p.m. 
Jerry Donnan, Director of the 
Instructional Media Center, told 
THE EASTERNER Friday that 
the change was made due to a 
number of student inquiries 
concerning this Fall's shortened 
lab hours. 
Donnan explained that the 
cut-back from last years hours 
was due to budget cuts that 
:resulted from this years 
enrollment decrease. _ 
The new hours for this year had 
been 8:00 a.m. to 7 :.OO p.m. 
Monday thru Thursd.ay, 8: 00 
a.m. to 5: 00 on Friday, closed 
Saturday and open 2:00 p.m. 
until 9:00 on Sunday. 
Last year the listening lab was 
open Monday thru Thursday 
from 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m., 
8:00 a.m. to 5:00 on Friday, 
2:00 p.m. until 6:00 on Saturday 
and 2:00 until 9:00 on Sunday. 
According to Donnan, lab 
records showed that the lab was 
used least on Saturdays and 
week-day evenings. 
Speaking of the recent change, 
Donnan said, "We don't · know 
until we try what works out for 
students." He also added that, 
"We (IMC) make very few rules 
and policies that put fences 
around ourselves." 
The benefits of the Washington 
Education Association to 
students · entering the teaching 
field will be the subject of the 
first Eastern WEA meeting of the 
year. 
Two W ashiington State 
University students, Jack Lake 
and Vern Ban! will speak in 
Kennedy Library Auditorium 
Thursday evening at 8:00 to 
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Snook, John Daughters and Jim 
Heitzman. 
The Service, officially 
recognized by the college, was 
created "to make sure each 
studei1t has a fair deal in the 
administrative process," and to 
disperse the "maximum amount 
of information" about the draft, 
according to Dr. Kass. Students 
would not be encouraged to take 
"options to the draft" .. suca as · 
immigration ._to Canada or jail. 
said Kass. 
Draft Calls Re.sume 
After three months, debate and 
much speculation, the draft 
extension bill was finally 
approved by Congress. The three 
months between June 30 and 
passage of bill have actually been 
the longest lull in the draft since 
1948. 
According to published reports, 
the three months lull has also had 
an effect on draft calls. Pentagon 
officials reported 1971 draft calls 
will be under 100,000, the lowest 
in nearly a decade. During the 
first six months of this year, 
88,000 men received draft calls 
with 84,000 being inducted 
before the draft expired on June 
30. The Defense Department 
.stated on Sept. 29 between 
12,000 and 15,000 men will be 
called up during the remainder of 
the year. Those most likely to be 
called include college graduates 
and dropouts whose deferments 
expired in June. 
While retaining the lottery from 
the old draft, the biggest change 
in the draft affecting new 
students will be the gradual 
phase-out of undergraduate 
student deferments. No new II-S 
student deferments wiU be given 
but students now holding them 
1 may r~tain their deferement until 
graduation. The new draft law 
also eliminates vocational and 
graduate deferments and tightens 
hardship deferments. 
The length of alternate service 
for conscientious objectors has 
been reduced from three years to 
two years. 'conscientious objector 
assignments will now c~me out of 
national headquarters instead of 
1 o c a I b o a ·r d s . T h e 
sole-surviving-son exemption has 
now been widened to include any 
man whose whole blood relative 
has died in military service since 
1959. 
According to Dr. Henry Kass, 
head of the Polit.ical Science 
Department a a campus draft 
counselor, drafting will probably 
resume in about a month. Dr. 
Kass speculated that inductions 
would probably not go above 
lottery number 145. As a word to 
the wise, Kass suggested that 
students wishing to keep a II-S 
deferment should see the registrar 
soon. 
AS.LEGISLATURE 
cont'd from page 1 
One of the accomplishments 
was that the freshmen class was 
dissolved: The reason given for 
this was so that new leaders 
would have the opportunity to 
participate in- some form of 
student activity other than a 
"do-nothing government", as 
Allen described the former class 
organization. 
President Allen made this 
remark in his opening comments 
to the legislature: "Students pay 
us quite a bit of money. They 
have- about $32,000. tied up in 
this. We have to produce 
$32,000. worth of goods. Most of 
all I want this government to 
have respect ... because we do a 
damn good job." 
How 
smart investors 
buy life insurance. 
It ' s been a long time coming, but now 
there 's a policy for people who prefe r to 
make the ir own investments and buy life 
insurance protection at the lowest possible 
rates . Compare our costs with what you're 
paying now, then read below how w e can 
do it . 
Built into the cost of every insurance policy 
you 've ever bought is money to provide for 
drop-outs-people who drop their policies dur. 
ing the firs t year or two. This is when insurance 
companies bear thei r greatest expense, for 
salesmen's commissions, medical exams, etc. 
Even though you kept your policy, you always 
hod to he lp pay for those who didn't. 
But now we con offer you insurance without 
this added cost. Here's how. You guarantee with 
o cash deposit that you'll keep your policy 10 
years. This deposit is returned to you with ful l 
10% compound Interest added when the l 0 
years is up. (If you buy $100,000 of insurance 
at age 40, you deposit $810.00; you get back 
$2,100. TAX FREE.) 
Premium for $100,000 policy 
exclu1ive of· deposit 
Age Annual Premium ht Ten Yeara 
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ON THE LINE 
By Tom Vail 
Soo'"ts Editor 
Savages Gain Incentive 
Coach John Masser.gale's Savages have been given an 
added incentive for Saturday's game against Central. 
Central, last year's Evergreen Conference Champions, was -
tabbed for this year's crown with Eastern and Western as 
top threats. Western abruptly and with authority punctured 
that predi'ction with a 23 - 12 win over the Wildcats. That 
result sheds a different light on the-Savages EVCO opener. 
Central, could be all but eliminated by a Eastern win at 
Woodward Field. That becomes a little hard to believe, this 
early in the seasoon, especially with a club suct:t as Central's 
but, with strength in the likes of Eastern, Western and 
possibly Oregon College of Education that i·s not an 
outward prophecy. This fall's EVCO champ will not suffer 
more than one loss. 
Central has met some rough going, dropping their first 
three. Central and Eastern have the roughest schedules in 
the EVCO with both facing nonconference powers such as 
Portland State and Big Sky power Boise State. Western 
with its' win over Central, gave the Viks a 2 - 0 loop mark 
after tripping OCE 20 - 7 in their opener. 
Central is led offensively by Jeff Short, all-EVCO second 
team quarterback last season, and running back Cal Allen, a 
swift scatback who netted nearly 700 yards rushing last 
year. Rounding out a talented backfield is R.J. Williams, a 
big, fast running back from Yakima Valley College. 
Williams, set many rushing records at Yakima but is just 
getting back in the game after finishing his career at 
Yakima in 1968-69. 
The reformed EVCO is starting its' second year and 
Massengale envisions much tighter competition than last 
year. Last campaign the Washington _schools all finished at 
the top but this year the Oregon clubs are improved and 
will get better. 
Harry Mosman is awarding a plaque each week to the top 
Savage. Bob Picard earned the initial award and Mel Collins 
the second for his effort against Willamette. Collins was 
a lso named EVCO player of the week and Small College 
Northwest back of the week. 
* * * 
Washingt on D. C. gave an unusual farewell to t he Senators 
last week, who will move to Texas next year. In the ninth 
inn ing wit h t he Senators leading t he New York Yankees 7 -
5 some 14 ,000 fans poured o ut onto the field. They started 
mobbing t he players, ripping up bases and st ripping t he 
scoreboard. They ignored an announcement t hat the game 
would be fo rfeited. After a wait of several minutes t he 
umpires declared the game fo rfe ited to t he Yankees. 
It was the first forfeited game in the majors in 17 years. 
On July 18, 1954, the Philade lphia Phill ies were awarded a 
9 - 0 triumph over St. Lou is. Oddly, the Phi ll ies had 
forfeited a game to the Cardinals in the Baker Bowl back in 
1937. . 
. \. 
* * * 
A new addition to the Easterner sports page th is year is 
Courageous Spectulators. A fearless group of footba ll 
forecasters will predict the top collegiate games each week. 
It will also feature a weekly guest. 
* * * 
An 800-acre site east of Spokane is steadily transforming 
into the most unique and exciting recreation area in the 
northwest. A feature on this complex · will appear next 
week. 





W L W L Pf' PA 
W. Washlnpton . . .. . .. 2 0 2 1 50 37 
E. Orei:i.on . 1 (I 2 1 d5 41 
Oreqon Coll . . 1 1 2 1 99 ~ 
E. Washlnqton . . o O '2 1 57 51 
C. Washington . . . . . n 1 n 3 41 64 
S. Oresion . . . .. O l O 3 22 91 
Oregon TP.ch . . 0 1 O 3 20 13!i 
This Week's Games 
Whitworth ot OCE, CW at ew. OTI a t 
EOC, SOC at WW. 
By J.J. Trentwood 
Defe n din g Everg re en 
Confe rence titlis t Central 
Washington invades Woodward 
Stadium at 1 : 30 Saturday to 
meet tne Savages in what Eastern 
supporters hope will be a 
springboard for the EvCo title. 
The Cats' losers of three in a 
row, last week to conference 
leader Western Washington, will 
be after their fifth win in the last 
six games with Eastern. The series 
now stands at 24 - 23 and four 
ties in favor of Central. · 
The Savages, who used a 
combined running and passing 
attack to do in Whitworth, 26 - 9 
last Saturday, will be looking to 
extend their winning streak to 
three and get a foothold in the 
conference race. 
Central is led by the passing of 
All-EvCo quai terback Jeff Short, 
MEL COLLINS 
Savage Mainstay 
while Eastern will counter with 
All-American candidate Mel 
Collins at running back and the 
passing combination of Pete 
Glindeman to Bob Pk:ard which 
has netted three touchdowns and 
13 receptions for Picard. 
Defense Yields little 
Though Collins once again 
shined in the Savage win over 
Whitworth, it was the defense 
that gave Eastern good field 
position to work in most of the 
afternoon. Led by the charge of 
senior defensive tackle Dan 
Ro.den and back Kerry Hawley, 
the Whits were able to muster 
only 150 yards total offense 
compared to Eastern's 400 and 
37 yards net on the ground. 
Eastern took the opening 
kick-off 65 yards in six plays to 
score. A 39 yard Glindeman to 
Picard pass set up aa ten yard run 
by Glindeman for the TD. 
The Whits countered with a 33 
yard field goal but the Savages 
came back with a 5 3 yard drive in 
eight plays midway through the 
third quarter for a 13 - 3 lead. 
A pass interception put 
Whitworth deep in Savages 
country and quarterback George 
Perry was able to sneak the ball 
in from the one to narrow the 
margin to 13 - 9. 
The Savages came aline in the 
fourth quarter and Glindeman 
directed a 7 0 yard drive in 12 
plays with Picard scoring on a 30 
yard pass down the middle from 
Glindeman. The drive saw some 
exceptional hard running by 
reserve fullback Dan Wakeley and 
Collins. 
The final Savage tally was set 
up by Mike Schuette's 
interception at the Pirate 42. It 
took only six plays for Eastern to 
get on the board again with 
Collins going in from the eight. 
The game played before a 
capacity, sun-baked crowd was 
highlighted by crisp hitting on 
both sides and Eastern suffered 
two key injuries. Senior defensive 
end Chuck Cook may be out for 
the season with an elbow 
dislocation and freshman 
cornerback John Daniels required 
surgery on his hand and will be 
out at least a week. 
John -Massengale, Savage head 
coach, singled out offensive backs 
Collins and Wakely and on 
defense Steve Tolva, Roden and 
Hawley for outstanding 
performances. 
Whitworth Eastern 
Yards Passini, . . . . . . . . . .. 113 1n 
Yards Rushing . . . . . . • . . . . . . .. . 100 255 
Yards Lost Rushlna . . . . . . . . . . 63 32 
Net Y.ardaoe .... .. ... ... . .. .. 150 .400 · 
Passlnq ... .. . .. .. .. ... . . .. . 9-28·1 U-26'-1 
Fjrst Downs Rushing .. . .. ...... .. 6 10 
F rst Downs Pass lnp . .. . . . .. 6 7 
First Downs on Penalties . . . . . .. 2 0 
Punts . .. . . . ... . . .... . . .. . . . 7-36.0 5-36.4 
PenaltlH ...... . ........ . . .. .. . 2-20 9·104 
Fumbles ·Lost ..... . ... .. .. .. .. .. . 2 1 
Eastern . .. . .. .. .. .... ... .6 O 7---r3u 
Whitworth . . . .. ....... .. .. 0 3· O 6 9 
Eastern-Gllndeman 10 run, l<Tdc1illiir. 
Whltworth-Predl5kl field a~I. ·33. 
Eastern-:-Colllns 9 run, Garske kick. 
Whitworth-Perry 1 run, Pl!S\I falled. 
E.astarn-Plcard 30 pass klcl< blocked. 
Easter'l-Colllns 8 run, Garske klclt 
PASSING 
Whitworth 
Perry . .. .. . .. . .. . .. . 21' 9 ll3 12.6 .'3 
Halterman . . . . . . . . .. . . 6 0 O O .000 
Stanley .. .. . .. . .. .. .. .. 6 0 0 0 .000 
Eastern 





Collins ........ .. . .. ..... 1 • 
~ . ' 
Final Lap 
At Halftime 
The Eastern Washington 
State College invitational cross 
country meet will be held this 
Saturday during halftime of 
the Savage-Central ffootball 
game. The final lap will be 
around the track. Among the 
entrants is Whitworth one of 
the top Northwest Conference 
teams and Central last year's 
District 1 champions. Eastern 
second to Qmtral last year in 
district will be led by Bob 
Maplestone, Joe Ross and 
Barry John. Gonzaga will 
round out the field. 
Entries Set 
New Total 
By Mick Mellor 
" A quarter filled with fun, 
e x c i t e m e n t a n d g o·o d 
competition," Jared Fors, 
Director of Intramurals, said 
about the Fall Quarter Intramural 
Program. 
One of the big intramural 
programs this quarter will be'flag 
football. Fors said that 30 teams 
have signed up, the biggest 
number of teams ever in EWSC's 
flag football program. 
Practice football games will be 
this week with the regular season 
starting the week of October 11. 
The games will be played on the 
intramural football field adjacent 
to the fieldhouse beginning at 4 
and 5 o'clock, Monday and 
Thursday afternoons. 
Spectators are invited to come 
out and watch the competitve 
teams in action. 
Other intramural programs now 
available are bowling, tennis, 
powder puff football and field 
hockey. 
Bowling started October 4 and 
teams of four will bowl at 9 p.m. 
on Mondays and 4 p.m. on 
Wednesday~ at Cheney Bowl. 
ApproJ:eimately 30 applicants 
have signe,d up for bowling. 
In intramural tennis, matches 
will be scheduled at the 
convenience of the players. The 
tennis program will run for 3 
weeks with 2 matches each week. 
The deadline for signing up is 
October 7. 
Fors mentioned, "The 
participants must furnish their 
own rackets and balls for tennis 
and we will furnish the courts 
and hot showers. The program is 
coed, so we hope to see you out 
on the courts." 
Two intramural programs 
especially designed for women 
are pwder puff football and field 
hockey. All the equipment will 
be furnished for both events 
according to Fors. 
The entry deadline for powder 
puff football and field hockey is 
October 7 and any women may 
sign up by contacting the 
Intramural Office · in the 
Fieldhouse. 




TOM JEFF BOB JOHN GERRY JOHN 
I . VAIL JORDAN ANDERSON MASSENGALE MARTIN ALLEN CONSENSUS 
CWSC-EWSC EWSC EWSC EWSC EWSC EWSC EWSC EWSC 6-0 
OTI-EOC EOC EOC EOC EOC EOC EOC EOC 6-0 
OCE-WHITWORTH OCE OCE OCE OCE OCE OCE OCE 6-0 
SOG-WESTERN WEST. WEST. WEST. WEST. WEST. WEST. WEST. 6-0 
TEXAS-OKLA. TEXAS OKLA. TEXAS TEXAS TEXAS TEXAS TEXAS 5-1 
WASH.-STAN. WASH: WASH. WASH. WASH. ;STAN. STAN. WASH. 4-2 
WSU-UCLA wsu UCLA UCLA UCLA, · UCLA UCLA UCLA 5-1 
N.D.-MIAMI N'.D~ N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. N.D. 6-0 
M ICH.-MICH. S. M ICH. MICH. MICH. MICH. 1 MICH. MICH. MICH. 6-0 
OHIO STATE-ILL. osu n~, , osu usu osu osu OSU 6-U 
ALA-VAN. BAMA SAMA SAMA fjAMA BAMA BAMA BAMA o·U 
.. I 
SEEK NATIONAL TITLE · Aft.er finishing ,fifth in the nation last year, the 1971-72 Women's 
Gymnastic Team have set a higher goal. With six members returning from last-year's squad that won the 
Pacific Eight invitational annd the Northwest title, coach Mrs. Maxine Davis has a stable foundation. 
Shown above from left to right are (top row) Jeanne Wayerski last year's standout, Jannie Mackey, Coach 
Davis, Gina Graves, Jeanne Bishop, (bottom row) Sue Shinkle, Eileen Delapp, Janis Kato, and JoJo 
McDonald: Not pictured is Annie Moorman. Graves, Mackey and Delapp are new on the teal'tl. · 
New Total 
Con't. from pages: 
Want to have a far out 
experience? Coming soon you 
can go on a heavy trip--by 
bicycle. 
The code name for this heavy 
time is "Let's Trip--On Bicycles", 
according to Jared Fors, 
Intramural Programs Director. 
Fors said, "All sexes and ages 
will be able to jive on their 
bicycles and anything goes." For . 
hopes that between 200 and 400 
hundred bicycle freaks will 
attend the bicycle fest. 
A course will be set up in which 
the peddlers will fling out to. The 
course may go to some 
surrounding lakes, Turnbull 
Refuge or some other far out 
place. 
More information about this 
freaky trip out into ·nature will be 
in ext w~ks paper. 
A trail ride beginning in 
Fruitland .Valley and riding 
through Old Turk Mining Area 
will start in Davenport, Wash. at 
8:00 a.m., Sat. Oct. 9. Everything 
is furnished except sleeping bag, 
mingear and personal items. 
$30.00 per person. Sign up at 
. P.E. building Room 252 or 
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Break-ins Report·ed 
To Campus Security 
According to Investigator Lt. 
Jim Watson of Campus Safety, 
four complaints of attempted 
breaking and entering on campus, 
have been reported during the 
past week. Two took place in 
Dryden Hall and two in Dressler 
Hall. All involved womens rooms 
that were left unlocked . 
Three of the four incidents 
occured during the night. The 
two enteries in Dressler occured 
the same night. In both of the 
Dressler cases one or both of the 
girls awoke to find a male 
prowler searching through a 
' purse. In each incident the girl or 
girls managed to scare the 
prowler out, but failed to notify 
Campus Safety until next day. 
-
One of the two Dryden entries 
occured duripg the night with the 
g iris sleeping through · the 
prowlem visit. The final incident 
occured in the day time in a span 
of twenty minutes, resulting in 
the theft of money. 
Watson stated that the 
investigation of these incidents is 
being hindered by the delayed 
time in reporting the prowlers 
activity. In each case Campus 
Safety was not notified until the 
next day. Watson emphasised 
that the sooner such an incident 
is reported, the better the chance 
of apprenhension of· the suspect. 
If there is any need for help, 
call Campus Safety 9-7911. There 
is someone there 24 hours. 
From Sept. 20, to Oct. 4, 
Campus Safety received the 
following complaints. 
Vandalisim ................................. 2 
Automobile Accidents ............. 2 
Vandalism .................................. 2 
Theft .............. ..... ....................... 6 
Use of illegal substance .............. 1 
Telephone threats ( on life) ......... 1 
Hit and run (vehicle) .................. 1 
Ambulance run .......................... 3 
Attempted breaking and entering4 
Bomb threat (Dressler) ............... 1 
Moving violations· ...................... .4 
Vehicles impounded .................. .4 
Dynamite call ............................. 1 
The Indian Education 
Headquarters, in its third year, 
has moved to larger and improved 
facilities. The new "Longhouse" 
· is in a church to the side of the 
previous center. 
An informal tea will begin the 
week of activities for ROTC 
Sponsor Corps tryouts. The tea is 
to be held Thursday at 7:00 p.m. 
in the second floor lounge of the 
PUB. 
The corps is open to all 
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WHERE ONCE THE EARTH 
LAY TORN ASSUNDER- As a 
partial word of thanks we are 
pleased to run this picture ofone 
on the many newly resurfaced 
streets here in Cheney. When 
they get around to it the Cheney 
resurfacers can really get their 
asphalt in gear! 
Foreign Student 
Enrollment Up 
Foreign student enrollment has 
increased at Eastern this fall, as 
well as the number of countries 
the students are representing, said 
Orland Killin , fore ign student 
advisor. 
The registration of 18 new 
students brought tha foreign 
enrollment total to 44, an 
increase of 14 over the previous 
year. 
''This group of students 
represents a vast and larger 
assortment of nations," said 
Killin, "with students from Hong 
Kong comprising the majority." 
Economic prosperity in that 
city makes it possible for Chinese 
families to send their children to 
school abroad, he explained. 
Students from such countries as 
India, Nigeria, Iran and England 
are also currently attend ·ng 
classes on Eastern's campus. 
A.S. Provides 
Voter Reg. 
The right to vote is still 
guaranteed to nearly all on the 
Eastern campus despite the fact 
many students here are from 
other countries or states. 
· The Spokane Election 
Department has installed three 
assistant registrars, Pat O'Donnel, ,, 
Debbie Ellsworth, and Bruce 
Ellis, on the Eas.tern campus to 
enable all students to vote in city, 
county , state , and national 
elections. 
New 18, 19, and 20 year old 
voters from within Spokane 
Cqunty can be legally registered 
on campus by anyone of the 
three in the Associated Students 
office, third floor of the PUB. 
O'Donnel estimates about 250 
persons have already done so. 
In addition, even those students 
attending school here from 
another part of the state, or 
another state altogether can still 
take part in the voting process. 
These students can pursue one 
of ~wo courses in this state: 
(1) Any student from out of 
county or out of state can claim 
their dorm or apartment as legal 
residence and · vote here. (2) A 
student who is already registered 
in another county or another 
state, can easily obtain an 
absentee ballot and still vote in 
his home town. 
A student from another county 
must have lived here at least 60 
days and declare intent to · 
continue attending Eastern and 
live here permanently or for an 
indefinite period of time in order 
to claim residence here. 
In other words, the student, as 
far as he is concerned , now plans 
to stay and acquire his degree 
from Eastern. 
An out of state student can do 
likewise, except he must have 
lived in Cheney for at least 11 
months. 
Once legal residence and voter 
registration is granted here, the 
student can vote only in Cheney 
and Spokane County, not in his 
home town. · 
Those students already 
registered elsewhere and wanting 
to register in Spokane County 
must merely fill out a form 
asking that their prior registration 
be cancelled. 
This holds true for students 
who have registered here and 
have now graduated and wish to 
move back home or to another 
county or state. 
However, a student who is 
already registered elsewhere and 
does not want to change that 
registration, can vote by absentee 
ballot. 
Absentee ballots from any 
other county in Washington are 
easily available, and absentee 
ballots from certain other states 
can also be obtained. 
These ballots should be 
requested at least one to two 
weeks before the election, and 
must be mailed back no later 
than the day of the election. 
A student who wishes to vote 
by absentee ballot can obtain an 
application from any of the three 
assistant registrars. This 
application must be filled out and 
mailed to the students own 
county, and the ballot will in 
turn be mailed back. 
In Washington, a voter must 
register to vote at least 30 days 
prior to the election he wants to 
vote in. 
It is now too late for new voters 
to register and vote in the 
November 2nd general election 
(though they can still register 
now for future elections). 
However, now is the time to 
begin taking steps to obtain an 
absentee ballot if that is the 
course to be taken. 
The three assistant registrars are 
also available to answer questions 
and assist the voter on campus so 




The Fall activities calender is 
now completed and available to 
Eastern students. The poster-style 
calendar may be picked up in the 
library or at the information desk 
in the Pub at no charge. 
This Fall's calendar-poster 
features a hot air balloon dressed 
with all types of gimmicks and 
gadgets. According to Herb 
Jones, Executive Coordinator of 
Activities, the balloon was used 
to call attention to Professor 
MacArthur's Balloonist Training 
School that will be offered at 
Eastern October 11-16. 
The calendars are provided as a 
service of the .Associated 
students. Five thousannd are 
printed each quarter at a cost of 
two-hundred fifty dollars. 
The Association of Students 
and Professors of History is 
sponsoring a slide show and 
coffee hour entitled "India, 
Source of Meditation." 
The slide show to be presented 
by Dr. Donald Ferrell will be held 
in the Associated Student 
Council Chambers, third floor 
PUB, tonight at 7:00. 
TREES ARE SAVED - Kingston Hall, now nearing completion, is 
shown through one of the several large trees that surround it. The 
new business complex is expected to open soon. 
BACHELOR CLUB . 
AIDS ORPHANS 
Eastern's Bachelor Club is a 
small private social organization 
of bachelor's and one honorary 
Bachelorette. Now in its 14th 
year, the organization places 
special emphasis on Parents 
Weekend, acting as a 
fathers-for-one-day to orphaned 
boys · from St. Joseph's 
Orphanage in Spokane. 
Each club member accompanies 
one or two boys who are 4 to 13 
years · old. These boys spend the 
Saturday of Parents Weekend on 
campus attending the football 
game and playin~ in organized 
activities. The PUB's game. room 
is one of the most popular 
activity spots. The day ends with 
a banquet dinner in Spokane. 
Bachelor Club president Jim 
DeWalt stated that each club 
member pays for his own meal. 
All other expenses for the days' 
activities and banquet are paid 
with donations collected during 
the weeks' drive. 
DeWalt spoke of the "Bachelor 
Club Speak Week" emphasizing 
the need for contributions as 
small or ~ large as people want 
to give. All of the donated money 
is used to help the Orphanage. 
M~ney can be donated at the 
Speak Week boothes now in the 
PUB from 8 to 2 daily and in 
Tawanko Thursday and Friday 
from 4 to 6. Saturday nights 
dance, featuring the "Smokey 
Road," is the end of the Bachelor 
Club money drive. 
Bus Schedule To 
Remain The Same 
Bruce Murray, Assistant 
Director for Student Activities, 
told The Easterner Monday, there 
would be no immediate change in 
tne Magic Bus Schedule. Murray 
will be meeting today with 
Spokane City Lines to discuss 
scheduling and rate changes. 
The Magic Bus schedule came 
under fire last week when 
students realized the latest 
possible bus arriving on campus 
for 8 o'clock classes completed 
its run a full half- hour before 
classes began. 
Murray found he could o nly 
free one bus that would arrive on 
campus at 8: 00 a.m. He 
anticipated that more students 
than one bus could handle would 
arrive to ride this later bus. 
Rather than leaving students or 
forcing them to take their own 
pus, the decision was made to 
retain the same schedule. 
Murray also added that 
additional demands for evening 
b.uses have failed to materialize. 
Unless more students show a 
need, Murray said the evening bus 
plans would l;>e abandoned. 
YOU HAVE BEEN CHALLENGED 
BY STREETER HALL!! 
CAN YOUR DORM OR ORGANIZATION 
GIVE MORE BLOOD??? 
HELD AT LOUISE ANDERSON SOCIAL LOUNGE 
OCT. 14 & 15 
AS • ROTC BLOOD DRIVE 
(GOES TOWARDS EWSC BLOOD BANK) 
